
that the benefits of the shot outweigh the risks related to the vaccine. Despite the ruling,
some EU nations will continue to restrict the use of the shot in the under 60’s, which may
weigh on the vaccine roll-out pace going forward. FOMC and ECB meeting minutes showed
continued dovishness from both sides of the Atlantic, while Federal Reserve Chair Jerome
Powell downplayed the upside risks to inflation as the pandemic recedes during the
International Monetary Fund panel the day after the FOMC minutes were released, putting
further pressure on the US dollar.

For next week, markets will focus on the New Zealand and Turkish central banks on
Wednesday and Thursday respectively, with both expected to keep policy on hold. For the
CBRT, this will be the first meeting led by new Governor Sahap Kavcıoglu who will be put to
the test by markets on how long he can keep rates elevated to allow inflation to move back
to single digits while also feeling the political pressures of high interest rates.
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Governor Kavcioglu’s first CBRT decision to grab markets’ 
attention while the RBNZ should deliver no surprises
The first weeks of Q2 kicked off with the US dollar
retracing part of its Q1 gains, and while the DXY
index moved away from monthly lows of 92.00, it is
still set for its largest weekly loss this year.
Sentiment in the eurozone is improving despite
virus numbers still being elevated and lockdown
measures remaining in place, as markets arguably
choose to look past the short-term risks and remain
hopeful of a catch-up in the EU’s vaccine roll-out.
This is especially the case as the EU moved its target
to have most adults vaccinated by the end of June,
from the end of summer previously.

Meanwhile, fears around the AstraZeneca vaccine
weighed on pound sterling over the week as UK
regulators advised against vaccinating under 30’s with the Astra shot, even while indicating

DXY index changing course in April
as dovish Fed and improved global
outlook call for weaker dollar
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Calendar
Monday – 12/04

Fresh GDP figures from Norway come in at 07:00 BST and are set to reflect the tight
restrictions present throughout the entirety of Q1. January’s GDP showed the economy
shrank by 0.2%, and with virus numbers surging and lockdown measures still in place at the
moment, both February and March’s readings are set to show a stalling economy.

In the afternoon at 15:30 BST, the Bank of Canada will release its Business Outlook survey
for Q1 which will be a major indicator for CAD traders as the survey provides ample
information on how firms view the recovery and how sentiment has changed between Q4
2020 and Q1 2021. However, the survey results may already be outdated given restrictions to
business activity in some provinces have tightened since the survey was conducted.

Tuesday – 13/04

UK February GDP numbers are on the agenda for 07:00 BST with the consensus foreseeing a
subtle 0.8% increase in monthly GDP despite the lockdown still being in place. Other hard
data points in the last month showed activity has picked up in February, likely reflecting
consumers growing out of their cautious stance as the vaccine pace in the UK accelerated.
German ZEW Survey data at 10:00 BST for April may not be huge for markets as there is still
a gap between the current assessment and future expectations with lockdowns still being in
place at the moment and the vaccine outlook being brighter with Q2 targets being raised. At
13:30 BST, US consumer price index figures for March will show the first base effects as
evidenced by the consensus forecast of 2.5% YoY, a stark increase from February’s reading of
1.7%. Markets may choose to look past YoY figures in the months to come, although a large
surprise may still temporarily shake both currency and fixed income markets. China’s trade
balance will be released on Tuesday as well, although the timing is not set. The data is likely
to show export growth continuing in March as external demand picked up, as highlighted by
the upswing in the new export orders component in the official PMIs, but the overall trade
balance surplus moderate due to improved domestic demand conditions resulting in higher
imports. The data is likely to set the stage for Q1’s GDP print later in the week.

Then, eurozone retail sales 
at 10:00 BST are set to show 

a 1.0% MoM increase in 
February after having fallen 
by 5.9% the month before. 

Some eurozone countries allowed retailers to
have customers pick up online orders in store,
which may have given sales a boost in February.
Figures in March may enjoy a boost as well given
that Germany temporarily opened flower and
book shops in the beginning of the month for a
couple of weeks before tightening measures
again, while the Netherlands allowed for planned
visits in non-essential shops.
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Wednesday – 14/04

The RBNZ will release its monetary policy decision at 03:00 BST in the morning, with policy
expected to remain unchanged. A separate primer is included on page 4. The remainder of
the day will focus on the US dollar, with the DoE crude oil inventory report being released at
15:30 and the Federal Reserve Beige Book at 19:00 BST.

Meanwhile, the Fed Beige Book is reported eight times a year and thoroughly discusses
current economic conditions, and could therefore impact general market mood on
Wednesday. An hour after the release, Fed Vice Chair Clarida speaks on the new policy
framework at 20:00 BST. Markets will assess Clarida’s understanding of the Fed’s new
inflation framework after the FOMC gave a few additional hints at the March meeting.

Thursday – 15/04

Australian labour market data for March will keep markets busy overnight at 02:30 BST as
furlough schemes in the nation wind down while unemployment significantly fell last month.
Last month’s release saw the Australian dollar advance across the board, but this month’s
reading may carry even more weight as it shows a glimpse of what the labour market will
look like once the wage subsidy scheme is scaled back and if the scarring to the labour
market is more structural. At 12:00 BST, the Central Bank of Turkey will announce its first
policy decision after firing previous Governor Naci Agbal in march. More on this on page 7.
US retail sales for March will then be on the agenda for 13:30 GMT and are likely to show
the true state of consumption in the states before the $1400 stimulus check influences April’s
reading. Retail sales are expected to have grown 5.1% MoM, up from February’s -3.0%
reading which was due to the spike in January from previous stimulus payments.

Friday – 16/04

China’s Q1 GDP at 03:00 BST is set to show a strong rebound from Q4 after January and
February already showed industrial output rebounding by a whopping 35.1%, partly due to
last year’s low base but also due to a steady performance of the manufacturing sector
boosted by both domestic and overseas demand. Q1’s GDP may show a record growth rate
given both the base effects and the acceleration in activity, which would mean China’s Q1
growth would be highest among major global economies. Final Polish inflation figures from
March will then be released at 13:00 BST after having risen to 3.2% YoY in the preliminary
reading. Fuel prices mostly drove the increase in the CPI figure while an acceleration in core
prices also played a role.

Markets will keep an eye on US inventories in light of the OPEC
decision to scale back production cuts last week. 
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March was the first month of the quarter when inflation exceeded the 3% threshold and
likely won’t be the last one as inflation is expected to remain elevated in the months to
come. While this may mean the zloty may further weaken in the short term, the National
Bank of Poland won’t let EURPLN fall below 4.45 as it previously intervened around those
levels and made it clear further intervention is still on the cards.

RBNZ preview
Rates to stay put but dovish tones could come along

The Reserve Bank of New Zealand meets on April 14th, with no policy moves, forecast
updates, or press conference expected. However, the meeting will draw some attention as
overall conditions prescribe a relatively dovish tilt from the central bank recently thought of
as the leader of the global normalisation cycle amid major economies. Several factors
contribute to the incoming dovish tilt. Firstly, the debate about the RBNZ’s potential actions
in cooling down the housing market via rate hikes has relaxed after the government
implemented a set of fiscal/regulatory measures and the Bank pointed to macro-prudential
measures. Secondly, the rising dynamics in global yields pushing up domestic rates has
slowed down recently, setting the stage for softer inflation and policy rate expectations.
Finally, some recent evidence that the economic recovery might have lost momentum could
turn the RBNZ more cautious about pre-empting rate policy normalisation, while the bank
remains observant of the incoming data.

On the topic of housing, the Bank aims at addressing housing distortions via financial stability
policy settings, like loan-to-value ratios, banks stress testing and capital requirements, but
not necessarily through interest rate hikes. This message helped firm expectations that
housing prices will not lead rate hike decisions in the near future, with money markets swiftly
repricing implied expectations. Overnight index swaps are now pricing no chance of a rate
hike by mid-year and a slight 14% chance by the end of 2021.

A hot housing market 
fuelled speculation of an 

early rate hike by the RBNZ
after the institution was 

officially mandated with the 
goal of controlling a 

potential asset bubble. 

Two events have diluted this idea
recently, trimming expectations of a rate
hike in the short-term. On one side, the
government decided to tackle rising
house prices with a set of measures,
including tax punishments for speculative
investors and more available land to
increase house supply. On the other
hand, Governor Orr made clear that the
Bank was up taking the house price
mandate as part of its broader macro-
prudential set of tools, instead of its
monetary policy framework.
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Those odds were at 2% and 24% respectively one month ago. Further out, over the one-year
horizon, forward cash rates show less optimism over higher rates, but the two-year horizon
still suggests a rate hike is likely.

Markets reprice near-term expectations of RBNZ rate hikes following housing
developments, but markets still price a rate hike in the coming 2-years

After fixed-income participants priced in an aggressive global rebound following brighter
economic prospects in the US in Q1, long-term bond yields in the G10 space have subdued
and point to a more protracted normalisation cycle than previous momentum suggested.
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With New Zealand’s economy leading the recovery within the G10 space due to an effective
Covid-19 elimination strategy, the improving international growth outlook built upon the
favourable domestic growth outlook and resulted in markets pricing earlier normalisation
from the RBNZ relative to peer banks. However, the tides seem to have changed course at the
beginning of Q2 as markets take a more cautious approach on the risks surrounding the
global economic recovery. With vaccinations still a long way away from global immunisation,
and the AstraZeneca shot depicting additional challenges, bond investors have taken a step
back on the reflationary trade and trimmed optimism around the global recovery. As major
central banks set the ground for a continued support to the macro outlook, risk-taking
opportunities remain attractive.

NZ 10-year yields steadied, following a softer narrative in foreign bond markets

The Bank will also need to take note of the softer momentum in economic growth.
Preliminary results from the ANZ business survey in April showed that business confidence
slipped further, with the sentiment index falling to -8,4 from -4.1 previously, even as the
activity outlook remained roughly unchanged. Details on the activity side of the survey were
flat to weaker, however, with capacity utilisation, the best GDP leading indicator, dropping 2
points. Even as New Zealand has been praised as a successful example of pandemic
management, most travel restrictions remain in place, curtailing the economic outlook.
Concerns over the slow pace of vaccination in the country, with only 0.9% of total population
covered, add to the expectation of protracted broad-based reopening.

“While this narrative translates into a softer USD price action 
generally speaking, strong NZD bets are set to relax somewhat on the 

back of cooler monetary policy expectations.”
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CBRT preview
Lack of action likely signals capital controls are inbound

After the dramatic firing of CBRT Governor Naci Agbal back in March following his decision to
raise rates by 200bps to 19%, the lira has remained under substantial pressure. While it has
recouped 4% to stabilise just north of the 8.00 mark, the CBRT won’t start their celebrations
just yet. The currency is still 12% weaker than it was prior to Governor Agbal’s dismissal and
the impending risks suggest the traffic will be one way. Meanwhile, the incumbent Governor,
Sahap Kavciouglu, has his hands tied due to personal beliefs and political pressure when it
comes to raising rates. The bind Kavciouglu finds himself in is unenviable. While a verbal
commitment to holding positive real rates is helping stabilise the lira for now, it won’t be
enough to offset the deterioration in investor sentiment once inflation starts to rise close to
19% and external financing risks are realised, nor will it appease the political pressure the
CBRT finds itself under to lower rates and spur growth.

From an FX standpoint, Turkey’s economic backdrop is bleak…

The firing of Governor Agbal has resulted in a substantial depreciation in the lira, which will
only filter through to inflation and erode the positive real rate buffer created. Meanwhile, the
current account is set to deteriorate further as lira depreciation increases the cost of imports.
This coincides with the resumption of credit growth in Turkey, which is synonymous with an
uptick in imports and a growing current account deficit. On top of all of this, the private
sector’s poor external financing position is soon to be realised when repayments come due in
the next 8 weeks – some $12bn in corporate debt, with Capital Economics estimating $7.3bn
in the banking sector alone. With little reserves to tap at the central bank, banks may be
forced into the spot FX market to service their debts, placing further pressure on the lira.

Non-lira debt due in the corporate sector shows domestic demand for FX will put further
pressure on the lira as banks are forced to go to spot FX market
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While most of these risks, bar a deterioration in the inflation outlook, were prominent during
Agbal’s governorship, a stronger lira and improved foreign investor sentiment towards
Turkish assets meant the risks posed less of a threat to the central bank’s targets.

The level of distaste in financial markets has been evident in net equity flows, which saw the
largest withdrawal of non-resident funds in a decade in the week following Agbal’s dismissal.

Credit growth resumes in Turkey, placing further pressure on the current account and, in
turn, the lira

With all of this in mind, Thursday’s CBRT decision will be key in determining the stance the
central bank takes going forward. Most expect rates to stay at 19% with an extremely slim
chance that the one-week repo rate will be hiked further. The risks are definitely tilted to a
rate cut especially given President Erdogan’s and Governor Kavciouglu’s preferences.
However, such a premature action would only exacerbate the risk of another lira crisis as it
coincides with financial pressures internally foreign currency. With this in mind, the direction
of policy looks clear. As inflation rises and erodes the positive real rate buffer and financial
vulnerabilities force the lira to weaken over time, de factor capital controls or even more
explicit capital controls are likely.

Now, with the dismissal of Governor Agbal disintegrating 
foreign investor sentiment, these financial vulnerabilities are 

set to come to the fore at a time when markets aren’t as willing 
to show leniency and the CBRT’s firepower is limited. 
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Market participants will be more than aware of the risk this poses to investors with lira
exposure, meaning offshore liquidity conditions will be closely watched in the coming weeks
to months. Meanwhile, restrictions on imports via tax hikes could be implemented again in
order to reduce Turkey’s negative trade balance and ease pressure on the current account.

While Governor Kavciouglu may not announce such a policy stance on 
Thursday, the lack of decisiveness will only increase the likelihood of capital 

control measures being rolled out again, should the CBRT not signal any 
other policy innovations to combat the imminent lira crisis.  

Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Monex Canada Inc., an execution-only service provider. The material is
for general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal circumstances or
objectives. Nothing in this material is, or should be considered to be, financial, investment or other advice on
which reliance should be placed. No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of
this information. No opinion given in the material constitutes a recommendation by Monex Canada Inc., or the
author that any particular transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. The material
has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of
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